
Divided We Fail

Life was never easy for kids like Will; poverty was a terrible master, asking too much, 
taking too much, from a growing number of children.  And poverty, no matter how you looked at 
it (and perhaps this was why so many legislators painstakingly selected not to) wasn’t pretty.  It 
didn’t always act nicely; often it was loud, self-protective and belligerent.  It wasn’t consistently 
polite, and sometimes?

It was dirty.  
Occasionally it smelled.
To be poor and culturally different?

	
 Just made life that much more complicated.
Although scores of politicians, city planners, privileged liberals, progressive  activists and 

Civil Rights’ leaders were talking, these days, about the frightening growth in a two-tiered, rich 
versus poor, class-divided society, mentioning, as they spoke, the mounting need to make hard-
hitting social changes?*  Few people living in the self-absorbed-my-comfort-first environs of 
power actually paid truly poor children, and those children who struggled with a culture 
identification, any honestly straightforward attention.  

These were the children, after all, as one writer had put it so succinctly?
Easiest to ignore.  	

Living, as they did, so deep inside our nation’s politically irrelevant shadows. 
Traditionally-stable, publicly-protected, locally-accessible, equitably-supported 

neighborhood schools?  Schools where children like Will, kids of any cultural background or 
socio-economic status, were not only welcomed, but wanted?  Schools where, rather than 
accruing punitively humiliating labels, students like these could find an authentic, deeply-
embedded safety in an optimistic and even enthusiastic cultural recognition; local, neighborhood 
buildings where they could learn pride, self-acceptance and self-expression in being just who 
they were; institutions where, year after year, they could count upon a teacher, staff and 
administrative stability – faces they knew; people they could talk to; employees they could trust. 

This seemed so little to ask.
	
 Ah, but.
	
 In the highly publicized name of caring about poor and often culturally-different 
children?
	
 A locally-accessible, neighborhood-protective, community-convenient, long-term 
stability was one thing that they would no longer be allowed to have.  
	
 Because.
	
 Well, jumbled up inside; way back inside; way down deep inside the endlessly churning 
smoke which had been amassing ever more thickly around each year’s appended supply of 
“compassionate” reforms?  There was an additional – if cleverly hidden – objective.  Sure, you 
could call it an accident; you could title it as being simply yet another one of those “unintended 
consequences.”  Or you could call it a conspiracy.  But, whatever it was; however you wanted to 
see it (or not see it)?  

Well, there it was.
Dividing populations.
Separating students.  



Rich from poor; defensively protective conservative from integrating, tolerant liberal; 
dominant-culture from culturally-different; fully assimilated from those who had not had the 
grace, inclination or time to conform.  

After more than a decade dedicated to the “compassionate” transformation of our nation’s 
lowest-income schools, it was possible to find (if you were one of the few who believed it 
necessary to look beyond and behind the distracting glitter of an ever proliferating smoke) – oh, 
it wasn’t really all that hard to discover that so many of the schools now promoted as being good 
schools; so many of the schools now publicly recognized as being likely to produce those much-
lauded “better” test scores?  Well, these schools were, somehow, after more than ten years 
committed to a deregulated testing reform, less integrated.  Kids at these schools were, huh, so 
often more and more culturally similar, more and more economically stable.†

If, over time; if, with a concentrated effort; if, following the nationally promoted recipe 
for a deregulated chaos; if, with not only permission from the government, but with a heavily 
promoted legislation written to fortify your actions?

Well if, in the name of a charitable concern, you aggressively invaded those schools 
where – as a result of a forty-year-old Civil Rights’ anti-segregation legislation – student 
populations had become racially, socio-economically and/or culturally integrated; and if, then, 
little by little over ensuing years, you called upon rigidly implemented strategies of “reform” to 
skim off (always in the name of caring; always in the name of helping) top-performing, most 
stable, most motivated, most economically capable (read: highest scoring, most assimilated) 
students; and if, in the process? 

 You continually, and, as you said, benevolently, separated the highest achievers, the most 
financially and domestically stable, the most culturally test-comfortable from those who were 
less ready, less able and less assimilated (those who continued to struggle  so unappealingly, 
there, deep inside their ever darkening shadows).

What, exactly, would you accomplish?
Thus divided – well, go ahead now, think about it; ask yourself: 
Which students would most likely succeed?  
And, even more importantly: 
Which students would most dramatically, most clearly, and most publicly “fail?”º

*Recent national statistics recognize that the number of children living in poverty has been growing at a frightening 
rate across the nation; more and more states – and the public educational systems which each state must sponsor – 
are now being forced to confront the many debilitating issues attached to this  heavily expensive (and so very 
academically disruptive) phenomenon.

†In years after school appraisal websites have become publicly established, I read the comment of a confused parent 
looking to enroll her child into one of the few “good” schools listed inside her district.  All you really find, her 
comment asserted, is the cultural make-up of the student enrollment inside each school.  Her observation continued 
to haunt as a recent real-estate commercial projected a pair of overtly dominant-culture parents looking to buy their 
first home – and rejecting a property after saying to one another: “But, did you see the school rating?”

ºIf schools where affluent, dominant-culture student test scores have earned their building an A rating are forced, by 
law, to integrate with schools where non-dominant-culture, non-assimilated poor student test scores have produced, 
for their school, a rating of an F – well, wouldn’t the aggregate school rating of a C be positive proof that this 
building was doing its best to integrate all student populations?  Or would this simply be seen as yet another reason 
for wealthy, dominant-culture parents to argue that they must now assertively separate their children from this 



unhappily “C”-rated school by tightly drawing boundaries around themselves in order to once again produce their 
affluent, dominant-culture-student A rating?


